Portable Toilets

Vacuum Pump
Modules

Deodorisers

Additional Products

“Each day 473,000,000 litres of water are saved around
the world because people use portable toilets rather
than a flushing toilet.”

Founded in 1958 by Al Hilde Jr, Satellite today is a private,
family-run company, serving customers in over 125
countries.

Choose Satellite for…
… Its superior quality products
All our products are top quality and designed to meet
your needs, contributing to the success of your company
by maximising your business profitability. They are
constantly being perfected based on customer feedback
and our long experience, while our high-quality materials
guarantee their durability. Well-designed and easy to
maintain, they will win over both operators and users.
Additionally, they have universal appeal: our toilet cabins
meet the needs of all cultures, beliefs and customs
around the globe. Last but not least: our portable toilets
are fully compliant with all international standards (DIN,
ANSI and CEN).
… Its production capacity and logistics
Satellite has the world’s largest portable toilet production
capacity. Our internal manufacturing and qualified staff
ensure a constant monitoring of the various phases of
the production process to guarantee the quality of our
products. Our warehouses in Germany, the UK, Spain,
Middle East and South Africa assure rapid delivery at a
low price.
… Its service
Satellite already had 40 years of experience in the
rental sector before becoming a manufacturer of
portable toilets. Therefore, we know all there is to know
about this industry. Our multilingual customer service
representatives are ready to take your calls, and respond
in a timely and professional manner to ensure your
maximum satisfaction. Our experienced sales team
will help and advise you on how to enter the rapidly
expanding world of portable toilets.
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2016

Launch of the revisited Maxim 3000

2014

Opening of our new Central Distribution Center in Bristol, US
Launch of the toilet trailers product line in USA

2012

Freedom 3: New ADA compliant wheelchair toilet
Breeze II: hand sanitiser station
New warehouse in South Africa

2010

Highrise: unit for high rise building construction
Sanibone: hand sanitiser stand

2009

Acquisition of the Hampel Global product line

2008

Acquisition of Thal
Release of new and improved Mondo front

2006

High Tech II: upscale unit with stainless steel flush bowl

2005

Acquisition of Synergy World:
High Tech 1, Taurus and World Care
New UV system: doubles life of roofs

2004

Acquisition of France Propreté Cleancab

2003

Liberty: wheelchair accessible toilet
Breeze: free-standing 2-person handwash station
Camel: 1135L holding tank

2000

Maxim 3000: first fully double-walled unit
Wave: free-standing 2 person handwash station

1996

Flush kit for squatting and sitting style toilet

1995

SRO: 6-man urinal unit

1994

Maxim 2000
Freedom : ADA compliant wheelchair toilet
Slimmate: foot-operated handwash

1990

First fresh water flush toilet with handwash

1987

Launch of the wheelchair accessible toilet

1980

First plastic front (twin sheet) without metal reinforcement

1972

Tufway: the first plastic portable toilet,
at this time still with a wooden door.
Our first recirculating flush toilet

1965
1958

Return on Investment

Al Hilde Jr. starts Satellite Industries with
homemade wooden toilets

Rewards for your trust in our deodoriser products.
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How does it work?
For each euro spent on our deodoriser
range you earn one point.
Accumulate at least 800 points and earn
a free item.
Exchange your accumulated points for
one item.
*Unused points expire after 3 years

Colours: (not all colours are available in all models)
Royal Blue

Orange

Teal

Red

Aqua

Yellow

Mint

White

Forest Green

Light Grey

Sand

Dark Grey

Pink

Granite

TUFWAY
The Tufway toilet has been on the market for more than 40 years,
perfected over time to withstand any rental conditions, whether
on construction sites or at special events. The Tufway has won over
thousands of customers and has therefore always been the best
selling toilet in the world. Its price-quality ratio is unrivalled and
even though it is one of the strongest models on the market, its light
weight ensures easy handling.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.33m x 1.12mx 1.22m

Weight:

75 kg

Standard tank volume:

265L

Colours:

Free with 12,000 ROI points

Flushing Systems

Handwash and Additional Options

Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Flip Top
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Slimmate
(capacity: 38L
Nr of uses: 186)

Kit to lift the Tufway
with an empty tank

Dirt buster base

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as:
soap dispensers, towel dispensers, corner shelf, gender
indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder and solar light.

Swish Tank
Recirculating flushing system
with flapper (hand pump)

Kit to lift the Tufway
with a full tank

Fresh Pack: fresh water
tank to install at the rear
of the toilet

MONDO
Your customers will love the Mondo. This high-quality unit has been
a hit for years in Europe and is now taking the rest of the world by
storm. Made from the best materials only, the Mondo complies
with the highest hygiene and comfort requirements. This toilet will
without a doubt always retain its unique look.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.31m x 1.12mx 1.22m

Weight:

73.5 kg

Standard tank volume:

265L

Panel Colours:

Only available
with GREY door

Free with 12,000 ROI points

Flushing Systems

Handwash and Additional Options

Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Flip Top
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Slimmate
(capacity: 38L
Nr of uses: 186)

Kit to lift the Mondo
with a full tank

Kit to lift the Mondo
with an empty tank

Moulded panels
with company logo

Dirt buster base

Fresh Pack: fresh water
tank to install at the rear
of the toilet

Swish tank
Recirculating flushing system
with flapper (hand pump)

Squat tank
Drop or hand pump

Squat tank
Drop or foot pump

With
optional
handshower
available

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as: soap dispensers, towel
dispensers, corner shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder and solar
light.

MAXIM 3000

NEW

The revisited Maxim 3000 is a blow-moulded toilet, with doublewalls
and interlocking panels, creating a cabana with unmatched strength and
durability. The fit and finish of the Maxim 3000 has also been improved by
using 3 identical walls and a full base-to-cabana overlap, creating consistent
alignment during assembly. The ultra-smooth walls with interlocking corners,
create a beautiful exterior and interior surface that is simple to clean and
maintain. An added benefit to end-users and operators is the new vent pipe,
with built-in coat/purse hanger and shelf, conveniences not found in most
standard toilets. That’s because a Maxim 3000 offers more than a standard
toilet.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.29m x 1.12m x 1.22m

Weight:

79.8 kg

Standard tank volume:

265L

Colours:

Free with 12,000 ROI points

A uniquely designed vent pipe with built-in
coat/purse hook and shelf provides endusers with added conveniences.

Handwash and Additional Options

Flushing System
Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Flip Top
Recirculating flushing system
(hand or foot pump)

Full Forearm
Maxim 3000
handwash
(capacity: 36.7L)

Kit to lift the Maxim
3000 with a full tank

Fresh Pack: fresh
water tank to install at
the rear of the toilet

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as: lift kits, soap dispensers,
towel dispensers, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder and solar
light.

LIBERTY

Wheelchair accessible toilet

A multi-faceted toilet: the Liberty is suitable for users with reduced
mobility. It has also been designed to accommodate parents with
their children, as well as people who require extra room inside the
toilet. The strength of its double-walled door eliminates the need for a
metal frame. It stands out from the competition by its low weight and
convenient design.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.22m x 1.58mx 1.58m

Weight:

113 kg

Standard tank volume:

132L

Colours:

IDEAL FOR FAMILIES
WITH CHILDREN

Free with 30,000 ROI points

Flushing System
Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand pump only)

Handwash and Additional Options

Hand operated
handwash only with
large tank
(capacity: 45L)

Large tank
(capacity: 257L)

Kit to lift the Liberty
with an empty tank

SRO urinal for Liberty

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as: soap dispensers, towel dispensers, corner
shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder and solar light.

FREEDOM 3

Wheelchair accessible toilet

It has the proper turning radius, hand rail positioning, tank height
and other specific measurements for enhanced usability and total
compliance. It also has a patented, flat ground-level entry that requires
no ramp or special set-up and allows effortless entry and exit.
The Freedom 3 is constructed from rugged polyethylene with a
double-walled front and hidden knuckle door hinge that supports the
door without sagging. The roof has added thickness and a trap ridge
that fits over the side walls to create an incredibly rigid unit. To aid in
transporting, the roof has built-in channels to hold straps in position
when transporting and multiple handles to aid in handling.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.29m x 1.68mx 2.22m

Weight:

136 kg

Standard tank volume:

132 L

Colours:

Free with 42,000 ROI points

Flushing System
Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand pump only)

Handwash and Additional Options

Hand operated
handwash only with
large tank
(capacity: 45L)

Large tank
(capacity: 257L)

Kit to lift the Freedom
with an empty tank

SRO urinal for Freedom

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as: soap dispensers, towel dispensers, corner
shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder and solar light.

HIGH TECH II
If you are looking for a full option portable toilet that will set you
apart from the competition, that will offer your customers the best
possible experience and that will allow you to target a specific type of
customers, our High Tech II is the best way to go. This VIP unit has it all
and is made out of the most durable material and is regarded as the
most luxurious portable toilet on the market today. Plus, even though
it offers bigger user space than other toilets, it still fits on a standard
toilet trailer.

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):

2.31m x 1.33m x 1.22 m

Weight:

136 kg

Standard tank volume:

333L

Fresh water flush tank:

98L

Usable capacity:

200L

Colours:

Tan

Free with 42,000 ROI points

Offer your customers the VIP treatment with these STANDARD FEATURES:
SOLAR LIGHT /
MIRROR / SHELF
A solar-powered light, combined
with a large high-quality mirror
provides convenience for every user.
Also equipped with a handy shelf.

DISPENSERS
Standard equipped with a 4-roll
paper dispenser, towel dispenser
and soap dispenser.

HANDWASH
Fully integrated fresh water
handwash (38 litres) with
foot pump for improved
hygiene.
DELUXE FLUSHING SYSTEM
WASTE BASKET
Keeps all sorts of trash out of the tank.
Wall-mounted for more foot space.

Polished stainless steel bowl with superior quality
mounting and plumbing system with foot pump.
The fresh water tank (98 litres) is fully integrated
inside the base of the unit.
LARGE TANK

IDEAL FOR:

- Family events
- Recreation
- VIP guests

Built to handle high volume
usage, this large 333 litre tank
is perfect for heavy traffic sites.

MAINS CONNECT
This sewer connection cabin meets the highest requirements in
functionality and comfort. It can be quickly and easily connected to
the sewage system and offers a professional, alternative solution for
all rental companies who want to make sure that their users really feel
at home!
Plus, what’s even more handy is that it is available in Tufway and
Mondo models.

Standard Features

1
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Free with 30,000 ROI points
Available in the following models:

3

TUFWAY

MONDO

Dimensions:

same as chosen model

Colours:

same as chosen model

Hot Mains Connect

4

1. Durable ceramic toilet pan & plastic cistern
2. Large wash basin
3. Waste water exit on back of unit
4. Fresh water inlet on back of unit

Specifications:
1. 3kw infrared water heater
2. Motion sensor for 20 seconds of water flow
3. 16 amp power socket fitted to the rear of the cabin
4. RCD protection
5. Waterproof fuse box
6. Optional infra-red activated light
Available as Tufway and Mondo.
Colours: same as chosen model.

Free with 36,000 ROI points

HIGHRISE
The Highrise is a unique portable toilet. With its very narrow width and
low height, it fits into all freight elevators and other narrow passages.
The standard sealed, greaseable wheels will make it roll through the
worst dust, while the optional retractable roof will offer users complete
privacy.
Have the Highrise in your rental fleet and a whole new market will
open up for you!

Specifications:
Dimensions (HxWxD):
No roof (standard)
Roof down
Roof up

1.98m x 0.79mx 1.35m
1.98m x 0.79mx 1.35m
2.23m x 0.79mx 1.35m

Weight:

115 kg

Standard tank volume:

144L

Colours:

Free with 30,000 ROI points

Flushing System
Basic Flush Kit
Recirculating flushing system
(hand pump only)

Accessories and Options

Kit to lift the Highrise
with a full or empty tank

Retractable roof
(shown up)

Standard equipped with 2-roll paperguard and urinal.

Retractable roof
(shown down)

HOT SHOWER
By design, the Porta Shower™ is simple to connect to the
available water source and the gas heater provides an
almost immediate flow of warm water for users. Those
setting up the shower and those using it will both be
pleasantly surprised at how well the Porta Shower meets
the need for comfort and convenience.

Certified
Available as Tufway and Mondo.
Colours and dimensions: same as chosen model.

Specifications:
- Automatic ignition system
- Ignition: 2 ‘‘D’’ type batteries
- Water connection: garden hose type
- Water pressure: 0.025-0.1MPa
- Water flow capacity: 5.7 LPM
- Type of gas: Butane or Propane
- Gas pressure: 30 mbar B/P
- Heat input (Hs): 10kw
- Supply pressure*: 28-30/37, 50 mbar
- Duration of gas cylinder: 59 hours
*may vary with the country

36,000 points

COLD SHOWER

EMPTY CABIN

The mobile, economic cold water shower cabin
impresses both rental companies and users and is
already being used on beaches, lakesides and camping
sites across Europe. The shower head can be adjusted
manually, from a powerful massage jet to a soft
normal spray.

The empty cabin is perfectly usable as a changing
room on beaches, outdoor swimming pools or
lakesides and is the ideal companion to a mobile
shower cabin.

Only available
with GREY door

Panel colours:

Available as Tufway and Mondo.
Colours and dimensions: same as chosen model.
			
Weight hot shower:
127 kg
Weight cold shower:
121 kg
Weight empty cabin:
66-67 kg

HANDWASH STATIONS
Placed beside your portable toilets, our free-standing sinks mean fewer
queues at events. They require little maintenance and are designed to
withstand vandalism. They are equipped with foot operated pumps and
basins large enough to wash forearms. The used water is stored completely
separate from the sealed clean water tank. Optional accessories are also
available, such as soap and towel dispensers.

WAVE
Two Waves placed back-to-back create a refreshing little island,
accommodating up to four people at once. Its high capacity tank permits a
large number of uses.
- Capacity fresh water / waste water:
- Empty weight: 			
- Dimensions (HxWxD):		
- Appx # of uses:			

160L / 176L
55 kg
1.16 m x 1.07 m x 0.61 m
630

12,000 points

BREEZE II
With an eye-catching design and sealed water tank to insure proper
hygiene, the Breeze will thrill event coordinators who truly want
both. It has two stations with full fingertip to elbow washing and
operates with hands-free baby foot pumps that have been standard
in Satellite products for many years, providing care-free operation.
- Capacity fresh water / waste water:
- Empty weight: 			
- Dimensions (HxWxD):		
- Appx # of uses:			

12,000 points

AGWASH
The AgWash™ upright handwash station mounts externally to all portable
toilets to comply with GAP (Good Agricultural Practices) open air requirements.
It also exceeds GAP’s minimum tank requirement by holding 64,3 litres of
water and is equipped with a soap and single use towel dispenser.
The AgWash™ operates by pressing on a recessed foot pump and provides
approximately 330 washes.
- Tank capacity: 		
- Empty weight: 		
- Dimensions (HxWxD):
- Appx # of uses:		

64.3L
8.4 kg
1.69 m x 0.41m x 0.29 m
330

5,000 points

75.7L / 83.3L
30 kg
1.64 m x 0.65 m x 0.49 m
300

URINALS
URICLEAN
This portable urinal can accommodate three users at
once and be connected to a drain. With its heavy-duty
lifting ring, suitable for lifting it with a full tank, it can be
transported easily from site to site.
Combine the Uriclean with your portable toilets during
events, as many other operators do. More and more
towns now require its use in order to prevent urine
damage to public or historic buildings. Its price beats all
competition, perfect as a long-term investment.

20 000 points

- Dimensions (H x Ø):
- Empty weight:		
- Capacity: 		

2,09 m x 1,20 m
79 kg
374L (1250 uses)

4MEN
The 4Men meets all men wishes when it’s about using a portable urinal at
an event. The time where it was not easy to handle the drinking glasses
is over. Indeed, the 4Men has been built with specific places to put the
drinking glasses to offer a more pleasant experience to the end-user.
Accomodating up to 4 people at once, it avoids big queues and increases
the waste capacity without the need of transporting additional toilets to
the event site. An added advantage is that your other event toilets will stay
cleaner for a longer period of time during the event. Easy-to-maintain and
easy-to-transport , the two halves can be separated and nest into each
other, allowing up to 5 4Men per pallet. Finally, offer more privacy to the
end-users thanks to the screens that you can fix on the top of the urinal
(optional). Customize the colour with a minimum order of 30 pieces.
- Dimensions (HxWxD): 		
- Height with privacy screens:
- Dry weight: 			
- Capacity:			

1,61 m x 1,12 m x 1,12 m
1,80 m
40 kg
400L (1333 uses)

With privacy screens

12 000 points

Available in Europe only.

ROLLY
A standard-sized toilet may not fit in an elevator, but
workers on the top floor still need a toilet. This rolling
urinal provides a great solution to the problem. Made
from durable and lightweight materials, the Rolly can be
easily moved from floor to floor, wherever workers need it.

3 800 points

- Dimensions (HxWxD):
- Weight: 		
- Tank capacity:		

1,06 m x 0,40 m x 0,40 m
9 kg
45L (150 uses)

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
SOLO ONE

Designed to use in too small spaces for one of our full-size toilets, for example on the
first or second floor of a building or other hard to reach locations, or inside toilets
containers or toilets with removable tanks. Our removable tank is easy to move
because of the hand grips.

3,800 points

- Dimensions (LxWxH):
- Weight: 			
- Tank capacity:		

0.58 m x 0.70 m x 0.48 m
7.5 kg
132L

SANIBONE
Once filled with water or sand, this handy soap dispenser stand has a tip-proof design. It
is made from molded polyethylene that can withstand the force of vandals & nature, so you can
keep renting it year after year. It allows you to mount as many dispensers as you want, on any
height. Plus, it fits inside a toilet for easy transport.
- Dimensions (HxWxD): 		
- Weight without dispensers:

3,000 points

1.50 m x 0.50 m x 0.50 m
7.25 kg

DEVIL
Move any type of portable toilet easily with this lightweight, steel framed trolley.
Tilt the trolley upright, slide the two steel rods under the toilet base and tilt
backwards. The toilet is held firmly in place and rests safely on four tires for added
support and equal weight distribution. The Devil works on all portable toilets, even
the large ones for handicapped users.
Protect your equipment from damage and your employees from injury.

12,000 points

CAMEL TANK
This mobile holding tank can be used as a waste water tank or as a fresh water
tank to ensure a longer lasting fresh water supply. Also useful as temporary storage to
limit your amount of visits to the sewage treatment plant. With two internal pillars and
thickened corners, the Camel tank can be stacked 6 high when empty. All fittings are
molded, plus the tanks can be connected end-to-end with rubbers. All connectors are
sunk in to guard against breakage.
- Dimensions (H x W x D)
- Empty weight:		
- Capacity: 		

0.44 m x 1.35 m x 2.44 m
59 kg
1135L

12,000 points

CONTAINMENT TRAY
Durable trays to catch wash down particularly useful in case of tip-overs or deodoriser
spills. Built strong for continual use, these containment trays have a thickened base to
hold their shape, last longer and fit all standard size toilet bases.
- Dimensions (H x W x D)
- Volume with toilet
- Volume (total)		

0.89 m x 1.14 m x 1.23 m
68L
81.4L

DEODORISERS
Satellite takes great pride in being able to offer you a complete range of products and be your one-stop shop for all your portable
sanitation needs. Other than offering the biggest selection of portable toilets & accessories, we are also able to offer you a full range of
deodorisers and service units. Why buy from multiple suppliers if you can get all the highest quality products from us?

- Solid deodorisers

QuickScents, QuickBlue (packets)

- Liquid deodorisers

STF6K, 5K, 4K, 3K

Our internal manufacturing and qualified
staff ensure a constant monitoring of the
various phases of the production process –
a testament to the quality of our products.

- Fragrance boosters

Cabana Spray, Air freshener discs, Exhaust Vapour Scent

- Soaps and hand-care

Soaps and hand sanitizers, foaming or non-foaming

- Cleaning products

Anti-graffiti, truck or toilet washdown

- Urinal products

Urinal blocks, urinal cleaner, urinal screens and delimer

- Accessories

A wide variety of pumps, bottles, spigots, brushes, etc...

SERVICE UNITS
We offer the highest quality service modules
which will guarantee the easiest and quickest
possible servicing of your toilet fleet.

CONTACTS
United Kingdom & Ireland
Email:
Tel:
Mobile:
Fax:

Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and Scandinavia

AndyC@satelliteindustries.com
+44/ (0) 1530 515216
+44/ (0) 7891 232512
+44/ (0) 1530 270277

Email:
Tel:
Mobile:
Fax:

Andy Cartwright

WolfgangG@satelliteindustries.com
+49/ (0) 2065 54544 10
+49/ (0) 173 731 16 24
+49/ (0) 2065 54544 33

Wolfgang Gran
Benelux, Eastern and
Southern Africa

Southern Europe, Middle East
and Africa

Email:
Tel:
Mobile:
Fax:

Email:
SilviaC@satelliteindustries.com
Mobile: +39/ (0) 346 5067830
Fax:
+32/ (0) 2 542 56 57

RichardP@satelliteindustries.com
+32/ (0) 2 542 56 56
+32/ (0) 473 536 609
+32/ (0) 2 542 56 57

Richard Pilaeis

Silvia Cassarà
French-speaking countries

Poland, Eastern Europe and Russia

Email:
Tel:
Mobile:
Fax:

Email:
Tel:
Mobile:
Fax:

AdrianT@satelliteindustries.com
+32/ (0) 2 542 56 55
+32/ (0) 497 243 953
+32/ (0) 2 542 56 57

Adrian Tümmel
Gómez

GregorR@satelliteindustries.com
+48/ (0) 62 7603870
+48/ (0) 602 43 96 59
+48/ (0) 62 7603871

Gregor Rudowicz

Active member of the following associations:

Product Manager Trucks and
Service Modules, Europe
Email:
IvoK@satelliteindustries.com
Mobile: +31/ (0) 631632298

EPSWG ASPI
Ivo Kimmijzer

Offices
Satellite Industries Europe
Avenue de la Toison d’Or, 67
B-1060 Brussels
Belgium
Tel: +32/ (0) 2 542 56 56
Fax: +32/ (0) 2 542 56 57
/satelliteindustries
@satindustries
Satellite Industries

Satellite Industries Germany
Portnumber 7556
Hamburger Straße 50
D-47229 Duisburg
Germany
Tel: +49/ (0) 2065 54544 0
Fax: +49/ (0) 2065 54544 33

Satellite Industries UK
Unit 1 Red Hill Farm
Appleby Magna, Derbyshire
DE12 7AH
United Kingdom
Tel: +44/ (0) 1530 515216
Fax: +44/ (0) 1530 270277
www.satelliteindustries.com
info@satelliteindustries.com

